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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Introduction

Introduction
The analysis seeks to understand spatial patterns across the District, thereby establishing the basis of a spatial strategy for development up until
2016. The analysis will also start the process of testing the capacity of the District to accommodate the development allocated to it by the South
West Regional Spatial Strategy. This document will later be revised to include a more detailed assessment of the selected settlements, and will
identify specific areas of land which can be put forward for consultation as potential development sites.
The exercise will identify the environmental features that require protection, and the areas of greatest economic and social need. By overlapping
these opportunities and constraints parts of the district will be identified which are most suitable for development in terms of sustainability. There is
strong evidence that sustainable development cannot be tackled by focusing on environmental issues in isolation, or by identifying sustainable
development as embracing social, economic and environmental issues without clearly identifying how these issues will be joined up. Sustainable
development can only be achieved by integrating social, economic and environmental issues. Whilst the structure of the document has been split
into themes to aid clarity, each theme is not to be treated in isolation and the analysis will pull together the themes to provide an overview.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Introduction

Throughout this document much of the data is presented at ward level (defined by the 2003 ward boundaries). This map labels the wards and adjoining
districts for reference.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Population

This map of population density is calculated by dividing the 2001 census population count by the ward area in hectares. The map shows that in some
rural wards the population density is as low as 0.1 persons per hectare i.e. 1 person in every 10 hectares. This compares to the densities within the
towns which reach up to 15 persons per hectare.
Higher densities provide a more local residence base to sustain retail and leisure facilities as well as large employers.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Population
Net Population Turnover Rate is calculated as the rate of ‘in’ minus ‘out’ migratory moves per 1,000 resident population. A migrant is a person whose
postcode of address on June 30 is different from their postcode one year previously. The map indicates the turnover rate between 2000 and 2001 (the
last time this information was collected). This does not provide a trend but gives a snapshot of one year.

This map shows the turnover for all ages, where the range is from a gain of ~50 to a loss of ~50 per 1000, which constitutes little change. Across the
District there is mainly a net gain, losses are concentrated in the rural areas around Frome and Shepton Mallet. Analysis of different age bands is
needed to assess the change in population structure.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Population

There are relatively large gains in the 1-14 age band around Glastonbury and Street and in the Stratton/Nordington area, whilst the area in and around
Frome has experienced losses. The movement of this portion of the population represents that of families as a whole, and has implications for the need
for educational provision, as well as leisure and open space and health services.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Population

In the 15-24 age group there are high net losses across the district, up to 200 in Nordington and Street South. There is a strip of slight gains in this age
group in the rural wards North West of Shepton Mallet. The population turnover rate is calculated using postcode of permanent residence, this means
that students whose family homes are in Mendip and are studying outside of Mendip will be included in the Mendip count. These losses in this age
group do not therefore represent people currently at university. The losses are likely to represent school leavers and graduates moving to principal
urban areas attracted by either the improved employment mix and pay or the cost and mix of housing. It is vital that this trend is reversed to provide a
sustained employee base.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Population

Taking the District as a whole for this age group there is little change, however there are gains in the area most affected by Bath (Ashwick and Ston
Easton – Nordington) and around Glastonbury and Street. Losses have occurred in the rural areas around Frome, Shepton Mallet and North of Wells.
This age group represents families, and is closely related with the 1-14 age group. This age group make up the majority of the economically active
population and gains are likely to be driven by families seeking a good quality of living.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Population

Within this age band there have been gains in the 5 Towns in Mendip, and also in the rural area to the West. Net gains are concentrated in a strip of
rural wards down the centre of the District. Again this age group represents families, and part of the working age population.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Population

This age group represents retired persons, there are losses across the District, notably in Nedge. There are gains in Shepton Mallet, Frome, and
Street, and particularly strong gains in Ashwick and Ston Easton and Glastonbury St Benedicts. As an economically dependent age group this puts
strain on health services without contributing to the local workforce.

Taking population turnover across all age groups there are predominantly gains in families, but most notably there are strong losses in the school
leavers age group (15-24). This may be because of the lack of jobs (when compared to urban areas) or because of the difficulty to access market
housing in Mendip.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Environment

The Mendip Aquifier is an important resource for its contribution to nature conservation, the landscape and public supply as well as for its own sake. It
is a resource that once polluted cannot be restored. Ground water source protection areas are shown on the map.
These are areas which should be protected from substantial new development which might result in “urban seepage” to the aquifer. They include large
parts of the North of the District, including the area around Wells. The area also approaches the northern edge of Frome and to a lesser degree
Shepton Mallet.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Environment

Development which takes place in floodplains can be at risk of flooding. It may also impair the effectiveness of the floodplain in conveying and storing
water, causing an increased risk of flooding elsewhere. Construction of flood defences is not always a cost effective solution to these problems and
may be damaging to the river environment in themselves. River corridors often have value as wildlife habitats and provide corridors of movement for
wildlife. They also often have a recreational and amenity value to local people.
The map above indicates flood zones in the Mendip area, these include the upper reaches of the River Frome and parts of the Nunney Brook.
Extensive areas of the levels around Glastonbury and Street also flood.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Environment

Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs) are designated for their nationally important landscapes. The primary objective of the designation is the
conservation of the natural beauty of the landscape although the economic and social well-being of the area may also be material in the consideration
of any development proposals within it. Part of the Mendip Hills AONB and parts of the West Wiltshire Downs and Cranborne Chase AONBs fall within
Mendip District and this is indicated in the map above.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Environment

Maintaining biodiversity is an important consideration in seeking sustainable patterns of development. The maps show the distribution of sites which are
designated as having a special wildlife interest. These sites are clustered towards the north and centre of the District.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Environment

Green belts are designated to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open and encourage urban regeneration and recycling of urban land.
The openness of the land is the most important consideration in these areas but they also have a role to play in providing access to open countryside,
opportunities for outdoor sport and recreation, retaining attractive landscapes, retaining land in agricultural and forestry uses and securing nature
conservation interests.
There is a small area of the Bath and Bristol green belt in the extreme north eastern corner of Mendip.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Environment

Conservation areas are designated for their special architectural or historic interest. There are separate procedures (outside the local plan process) for
designating them, which incorporate public participation and consultation. The council will keep under review the need for new conservation areas to be
designated or for the boundaries of existing areas to be reviewed.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Environment

The map shows the agricultural land classification for the District. Grade 1 land is the best, with grades 2 and 3 regarded as being of good quality.
Grades 4 and 5 are poorer quality. Land in Mendip is mostly grades 3 and 4, with pockets of grade 2, particularly around Wells and north Glastonbury.
There is very little grade 1 in the District, with a pocket around Beckington being the most notable.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Environment

Topography in Mendip is extremely varied, ranging from the low-lying Somerset levels, below sea level in places, to the top of the Mendip hills at almost
300m. The energy efficiency of the built environment is largely determined by its design, construction and maintenance. However, some settlements
will be more inherently energy efficient than others due to their location and exposure to the elements. Most of the existing settlements have historically
been placed to avoid the highest and most exposed areas. However, villages on the Mendip Hills and the flat, open levels are most likely to be exposed
to adverse weather conditions.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Environment

As the UK is the windiest country in Europe, wind power is one of the UK’s most promising renewable energy technologies and already provides
electricity for over three quarters of a million homes. Whilst some development would not prevent the future utilisation of this potential, extensive
development might do so.
The above map shows wind speed in meters per second at 25m above ground level. Wind turbines start operating at wind speeds of 4 to 5 metres per
second (around 10 miles an hour) and reach maximum power output at around 15 meters/second (around 33 miles per hour). (source: BWEA)
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip – Economy

Unemployment can be taken as an indicator of social need for additional employment generating development. It may also point to a local economy
which is weak. Additional employment development may help to resolve these problems.
The map above shows the proportion of residents in each ward who were unemployed at the time of the February 2006 claimant count. Across Mendip
unemployment is low. The highest rates are in Glastonbury, Shepton Mallet and Frome, however there are pockets in rural wards such as Coleford.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip – Economy

The above map shows the number of unemployed people at the February 2006 claimant count. Not surprisingly, the highest number are in the Towns,
in particular Frome and Shepton Mallet.
Taking the two unemployment maps this would indicate that in numerical terms unemployment is worst in the towns, but that problems of rural
employment and isolation also need to be addressed.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip – Economy

This map shows the job mix within Mendip by industrial sector. Unsurprisingly the five towns provide the largest employment base, Shepton Mallet’s is
notably large given its size, whilst Glastonbury has a relatively small employment base for its size. Some of the rural wards e.g. Mells and St Cuthbert
Out North and West provide around 2,000 jobs, it is vital that this is sustained to provide local jobs for the rural population in Mendip. The break-down
by sector shows a big reliance in retail and public admin, education and health, in particular in Street and Glastonbury, this indicates a need to diversify
the employment base. The map also shows changes in the breakdowns across the rural wards, for example Creech and Chilcompton have ~40% split
in manufacturing. Beacon has a relatively large mining sector, whilst Ashwick and Ston Easton has a large sector in Transport, storage and
communications. In the current economic climate the manufacturing sector is at greatest risk. In Mendip this is underpinned by a handful of large
employers. It is vital that these sites are protected from development pressures.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip – Economy

The map above was generated using 2001 census data. Within each ward/town there is an almost even split of occupations, indicating an even skills
base
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip – Social Needs

The household income was sourced from the Annual survey of hours and earnings – resident analysis 2005. The property prices for wards are
calculated from the postcode data available from the Land Registry. Housing affordability is a key issue in Mendip District with an average house price :
income ratio of 1:9, 55% of working households are unable to access open market housing. Across the district housing affordability varies considerably,
ranging from Ashwick and Ston Easton at 1:5 to 1:11 in Glastonbury, Wells, Creech, Rodney and Priddy and Nordington / Beckington and Rode, where
influence from Bath may have driven up property prices.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip – Social Needs

The above map shows the availability of previously developed land in the Mendip Towns for housing development between 2005 – 2016. The data is
derived from the Urban Housing Potential Study (May 2005) which can be viewed from the Mendip website at www.mendip.gov.uk The map clearly
demonstrates that Frome represents the greatest potential for the re-use of brown field land with nearly 60% of the Mendip total.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip – Social Needs

The above map shows the range of services available in Mendip’s villages. Easy access to facilities is important to residents quality of life, as well as
the environment. Some of the larger villages are relatively well served by basic facilities. These include Chilcompton, Coleford and Evercreech.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Transport

The above map shows the major roads in Mendip. The A roads provide links between the 5 Mendip towns and to the towns in adjoining districts. The B
roads then service trips between the A roads to carry more localised traffic. The map shows that accessibility by road is greatest in the towns, in
particular Shepton Mallet. The map also illustrates the limited rail network in Mendip.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Transport

Job ratios indicate the extent to which there is a balance within settlements between the economically active and jobs. The existence of a variety of
uses within a settlement is not a guarantee of shorter trips but provides the opportunity to live close to where they work.
The ratios are calculated by dividing the number of jobs in an area by the number of economically active people. A score of 1 indicates an area where
there is a balance of jobs and houses. Research suggests that above 0.7 the number of people living and working close together and only commuting
short distances is significantly better than below that threshold.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Transport

Travel to work is a significant generator of travel demand, accounting for 15% of all trips. Travel for work is often seen as being more essential than
travel for other reasons, such as leisure. It is also one of the few areas for which comprehensive statistics are collected and therefore can be more
easily researched.
The above map gives an indication of patterns of trip generation for work in the district by ward. Five kilometres represents a reasonable commuting
distance. Unsurprisingly the towns have a greater percentage of trips less than 5km, in particular Wells, Glastonbury and Street, where up to 70% of
trips are less than 5km. The most rural wards create the longest travel to work trips.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Transport

The above map shows the cross boundary travel to work trips, into and out of Mendip. As an overview there is a net ‘out’ flow to the North and East,
and a net ‘in’ flow to the South and West. The map shows a close relationship between Mendip and the Norton/Radstock area. The greatest outflow is
to Bath accounting for 5% of trips originating in Mendip, whilst the greatest inflow is from South Somerset.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Transport
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The map above shows travel to work trips into Frome from elsewhere within Mendip and from key locations outside of the District. Commuting into
Frome is on a relatively small scale, with the greatest numbers coming from outside the district from West Wiltshire, and Bath and North East Somerset
(BANES).
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Transport
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Destination and Origin within Frome (self containment) = 5861. Destination outside of Frome (out commuting) = 6,035. Origin outside Frome (in
commuting) = 2,294. Net commuting = 3,741 net out. Percentage self containment = 49%. The average distance travelled to work is 11.4km which
compares to the Great Britain average for a settlement of 3,000 – 25,000 of 15.8km.
Commuting out of Frome is on a much larger scale, with 1,000 trips to Bath and rural West Wiltshire creating a large net outflow in the town. Notably
the ‘out’ commuting is not contained within the District. This suggests that Frome is more closely associated with the adjoining districts of BANES and
West Wiltshire. Whilst Frome has a relatively high self containment, it is the only Town in Mendip to have a net ‘out’ commute. This represents a danger
of becoming dormitory.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Transport
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Travel to work into Glastonbury is on a relatively small scale, drawing mainly from Street and the adjoining districts of Sedgemoor and South Somerset.
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Travel to work out of Glastonbury is also on a small scale, with the main out flows going to Street and Wells.
Destination and Origin within Glastonbury (self containment) = 1,894. Destination outside of Glastonbury (out commuting) = 2,030. Origin outside
Glastonbury (in commuting) = 1,958. Net commuting = 72 net out. Percentage self containment = 48%. With almost the same number of people
commuting in as out this suggests a good balance between jobs and houses. The gross flows are also on a relatively small scale, despite this self
containment is not especially high. (please see the section on Street for an analysis of the relationship between Street and Glastonbury)
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Shepton Mallet draws employees from across the District, servicing both the rural wards and the Towns of Mendip. The map also shows a limited inflow
from outside the District.
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Travel to work out of Shepton Mallet is equally widespread, again there is a strong relationship with Wells.
Destination and Origin within Shepton Mallet (self containment) = 2,129. Destination outside of Shepton Mallet (out commuting) = 2,237. Origin outside
Shepton Mallet (in commuting) = 2,488. Net commuting = 251net in. Percentage self containment = 48%.
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Travel to work trips into Street originate mainly from Glastonbury, South Somerset, and Sedgemoor, reflecting its close proximity.
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Travel to work trips out of Street follows a similar pattern to inward travel. Destination and Origin within Street (self containment) = 2832. Destination
outside of Street (out commuting) = 2,322. Origin outside Street (in commuting) = 3,817. Net commuting = 1,495 net in. Percentage self containment =
55%. Street has a large level of self containment and a high net inflow of employees, suggesting a healthy employment base.
The close relationship between Glastonbury and Street is reflected by the 530 people travelling from Street to Glastonbury and 589 people travelling
from Glastonbury to Street. Below are the figures when Street and Glastonbury are combined as one travel to work area. Destination and Origin within
Street and Glastonbury (self containment) = 5845. Destination outside of Street and Glastonbury (out commuting) = 3,233. Origin outside Street and
Glastonbury (in commuting) = 4,656. Net commuting = 1,423 net in. Percentage self containment = 64%.
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Travel to work trips into Wells are mainly from Shepton Mallet, Sedgemoor, St Cuthbert (out) North and West and Glastonbury and Street. A large
volume of trips are also generated from the rural wards in Mendip, reflecting its relatively central location in the District.
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The major travel to work destinations for residents of Wells are the same as commuting into Wells.
Destination and Origin within Wells (self containment) = 2210. Destination outside of Wells (out commuting) = 2,165. Origin outside Wells (in
commuting) = 3,026. Net commuting = 861 net in. Percentage self containment = 51%. Wells has a net inflow and high levels of self containment
suggesting a healthy employment base.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Deprivation

Super output areas are statistical regions which are derived from ward boundaries and sub divided where necessary to create similar population sizes
for each region, making them more comparable for statistical analysis, but also displaying some of the very localised deprivation.
The Index of Multiple Deprivation uses a combination of ‘domains’ that test the level of deprivation across social, economic and environmental themes,
these domains are then given a rank against all other super output areas in England and Wales to provide some comparison. The Index of Multiple
Deprivation 2004 is calculated using the rank for each domain and is then weighted as follows;
Income deprivation
Employment deprivation
Health deprivation and disability

22.5 %
22.5 %
13.5 %

Education, skills and training deprivation
Barriers to housing and services
Living environment deprivation

13.5 %
9.3 %
9.3 %

crime

9.3 %

The above table demonstrates that the Index of Multiple deprivation is weighted strongly towards income and employment (accounting for 45%) Each
of the domains have been mapped separately to allow comparison across different aspects of deprivation.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Deprivation

The purpose of the income deprivation domain is to capture the proportion of the population experiencing income deprivation in an area. This is
calculated from households whose income is below 60% of median before housing costs, as well as from information on a number of different income
support and other related benefit schemes. The map shows that parts of Glastonbury and Frome are the most deprived.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Deprivation

The employment deprivation domain measures employment deprivation seen as involuntary exclusion of the working age population from the world of
work. It is calculated from a number of different unemployment claimant count statistics. The map shows that employment deprivation is greatest in
Glastonbury and Frome, and in the rural wards to the West of the District.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Deprivation

This domain identifies areas with relatively high rates of people who die prematurely or whose quality of life is impaired by poor health or who are
disabled, across the whole population. The statistics used to calculate this are; years of potential life lost, comparative illness and disability ratio and
other health related information. The map shows that Health deprivation is low across the district when compared with the rest of England and Wales,
this reflects the high quality of life.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Deprivation

The Education, Skills and Training Deprivation domain is split into two sub groups of indicators; one relating to education deprivation for children/young
people in the area and one relating to lack of skills and qualifications among the working age adult population. The map shows that education and skills
deprivation is worst in parts of Street, Shepton Mallet and Frome, there is also a concentration of education and skills deprivation in and around
Coleford.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Deprivation

The purpose of this domain is to measure barriers to housing and key local services. The indicators fall into two sub-domains: Geographical barriers
which relates to the road distance to retail, education and health services, and wider barriers relating to household overcrowding, homeless applications
and difficulty to access owner-occupation housing. When the two sub domains are split the data shows that in the wider barriers category the majority
of Mendip is in the top quartile despite the high house price : income ratio. The wider barriers sub domain is calculated using data on road distance to
GPs, convenience store, primary school and post office. The sub domain ranked the majority of Mendip in the bottom quartile nationally, which reflects
the rural nature of Mendip when compared nationally but also suggests a need to improve rural service provision.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Deprivation

This domain measures the incidence of recorded crime for four major crime themes, representing the occurrence of personal and material victimisation
at a small area level. The statistics used are based on burglary, theft, criminal damage, and violence. Crime deprivation is highest in Glastonbury and
the centre of Frome. The surprisingly high level recorded in Pylcombe is due to the annual occurrence of Glastonbury Pop Festival in Pilton.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Deprivation

This domain focuses on deprivation with respect to the characteristics of the living environment. It comprises two sub-domains: the ‘indoors’ living
environment which contains two measures about social and private housing in poor condition and houses without central heating. The second sub
domain concerns the outdoor living environment and contains two measures about air quality and road traffic accidents. The map above shows how
Mendip has an extremely high quality living environment in relation to elsewhere in England and Wales. The lowest quality living environment is in parts
of the towns.
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Spatial Patterns in Mendip - Conclusion

Conclusions
The analysis seeks to identify those areas where development could be accommodated most sustainably, achieving the best quality of life for residents
and with the greatest likely economic and social gain.
In each of these categories the District’s towns are substantially more suitable for development than the surrounding countryside.
The towns offer the greatest degree of access to jobs and services without the need to travel long distances. They also offer the largest number of
opportunities to gain access to services and jobs by modes of transport other than the private car. They are, in general, less constrained than much of
the rural area by the need to preserve the natural assets which are important for sustainability such as wildlife sites or water resources.
The towns also offer the greatest potential for economic and social gains. These are the areas with the highest number of unemployed people.
Whilst quality of life is a difficult concept to measure and may include a wide variety of factors, the towns do offer easier access to a wider range of
opportunities than the rural areas.
The five towns are all surprisingly self contained, and the urban capacity study shows the large potential for accommodating housing on previously
developed sites within the towns, in particular Frome. Further investigation should be carried out to establish the level of development which they could
accommodate along the development peripheries and the location of that development.
In the rural areas the pattern remains one of dependence on the nearest town for employment and services although the settlements along the northern
edge of the district have higher levels of commuting out of the district, some to Norton Radstock, but also to Bath and Bristol. Some of the larger
villages have provision of basic facilities and should be looked at further to establish their suitability for small scale development. However none of the
villages are as suitable in terms of environmental, social, and economic sustainability for development as the towns.
It should also be borne in mind that some parts of the district suffer from relative isolation which may bring its own problems, with few services and little
transport for those without private cars, and there may be problems of rural deprivation to be addressed.
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